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ABSTRACT 
This paper proposes the design and performance analysis of Flower Pollination Algorithm (FPA) based Proportional Integral (PI) 
controllers for the Automatic Generation Control (AGC) of interconnected two-area, thermal-thermal and thermal-gas power 
system. The FPA is a new nature-inspired algorithm, based on the characteristics of pollination process of flowers plants. The 
control parameters of Proportional gain (Kp) and Integral gain (KI) of the AGC problem are optimized through FPA in order to 
achieve the optimal transient response of the system under for different types of possible transactions in restructured 
environment. The simulation results show that the proposed FPA tuned PI controller improves the dynamic response of the 
restructured power system. The convergence speed performance of the proposed algorithm is significantly better compared to 
those achieved by the existing algorithms. Moreover the Power System Restoration Indices (PSRI) is computed based on system 
dynamic performances and the remedial measures to be taken can be adjudged. These PSRI indicates that the ancillary service 
requirement to improve the efficiency of the physical operation of the power system with the increased transmission capacity in 
the network. 

 
KEYWORDS: Automatic Generation Control Flower Pollination Algorithm Gas turbine power plant PI controller Power 

System Restoration Indices  
 

INTRODUCTION 

 

In a restructured environment, Automatic Generation Control (AGC) acts as a predominant ancillary service 

that acquires a principal role to maintain the complex electric system reliability at an adequate level. The 

primary objectives of the AGC are to balance the total system generation against system load and losses so that 

the desired frequency and power interchange with neighboring systems are maintained by adjusting the 

generated power of specific generators. The combined effects of both the tie-line power and the system 

frequency deviation are generally treated as controlled output of AGC known as Area Control Error (ACE). As 

the ACE is adjusted to zero by the AGC, both frequency and tie-line power errors will become Zero [1-3]. With 
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the restructuring of power system had led to the vast development amongst the new companies for generation 

(Genco), transmission (Transco), distribution (Disco) of power with an open assess policy. In restructured 

environment, a Disco can contract individually with any Genco for power demand and this transaction is 

completed under the supervision of Independent system operators (ISO) [4-6]. To study the effects of the 

bilateral contracts of companies on the system dynamics, the conventional two-area power system is modified 

[7].  

Several classical controllers such as Integral (I), Proportional-Integral (PI), Integral-Derivative (ID), and 

Proportional-Integral-Derivative (PID) have been adopted in AGC and are practically the same from the 

viewpoint of dynamic responses [8]. Unlike a pure Proportional controller, a Proportional plus Integral (PI) 

controller can track the step change and eventually reduce the error to zero. The controller parameters plays a 

vital role for its performance, thus it should be tuned properly with suitable optimization techniques like Genetic 

Algorithm (GA), Simulated Annealing (SA), Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) and Bacterial Foraging 

Optimization (BFO) algorithm [9-12]. From literature survey the enhancement of power system performance 

not only depends on the control structure but also on the well-tuned controllers. For this purpose, a number of 

artificial optimization techniques are utilized. So a new high performance heuristic optimization algorithm is 

always welcome to solve real world problems. Flower Pollination Algorithm (FPA) is a newly developed 

heuristic optimization method based on Pollination of flowers. It has only one key parameter p (switch 

probability) which makes the algorithm easier to implement and faster to reach optimum solution [13-15]. FPA 

has special capabilities such as extensive domain search with quality and consistency solution [16]. In this study 

Proportional Integral (PI) controllers are designed and implemented using FPA algorithm in AGC loop of the 

interconnected restructured power system. The experimental results showed that the accuracy and speed 

performance of the FPA method had outperformed the other existing methods. 

The modern power system is pushed close to critical operating limits in the market environment. High 

capacity and long transmission networks are widely used to meet the power supply demand of modern society. 

Large-scale blackout risks still exist and are inevitable, although a great amount of work has been done to make 

power systems resilient against outages [17]. A proper restoration plan can effectively mitigate the negative 

impact on the public, the economy, and the power system itself. The objectives of restoration are to enable the 

power system to return to normal conditions securely and rapidly, minimize losses and restoration time, and 

diminish adverse impacts on society. The goal of power system restoration research is to find fast and reliable 

ways to restore a power system to its normal operational state after a black-out event. To analyze it effectively, 

the three stages of black-start, network reconfiguration and load restoration are considered [18]. Usually, black-

start power sources include the units with self-start ability such as hydroelectric generating units, fuel and gas 

turbine units and support power provided by adjacent interconnected systems. Gas-turbine-based plants can be 

profitably used in power system restoration [19]. The black-start resource procurement decision can integrate 

with a restoration planning model using optimization to produce a minimal cost procurement plan [20].  

Large-scale power system when faces severe disturbance requires quick recovery of the power system and 

can somewhat be able to avoid blackouts with the black start units which can be able to produce power for the 

auxiliaries of the thermal units without black start capabilities. Under this situation a conventional frequency 

control i.e., a governor may no longer be able to compensate for such load changes due to the slow response. 

Therefore, in an inter area mode, damping out the critical electromechanical oscillations is essential and has to 

be implemented properly in an interconnected system. Proper monitoring of the system frequency deviations 

and remedial actions to overcome frequency excursions are more likely to protect the system before it enters an 

emergency mode of operation [21]. Special attention is therefore given to the behavior of network parameters, 

control equipments as they affect the voltage and frequency regulation during the restoration process. During 

restoration due to wide fluctuations in the frequency and voltage it becomes very difficult to maintain the 

integrity in the system [22, 23]. The purpose of this paper is to provide a conceptually computational 

methodology for ensuring the system restoration strategies in a faster manner. To achieve a faster restoration 

process, new black start generators can be installed allowing network reconfigurations and the load recovery can 

also be adopted in accelerating the system restoration. In this study to develop more effective and fast 

restoration in the interconnected power system by computing various Power System Restoration Indices (PSRI) 

for two-area interconnected thermal-thermal and thermal-gas power system in a restructured environment. From 

the simulated results it is observed that the restoration process for the system with gas turbine units ensures 

improved PSRI which provides good margin of stability.   

 

2. Agc In Restructured Power System Environment: 
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Fig. 1: Schematic diagram of two-area system in restructured environment 

 

The electrical power system is quite complex and dynamic in nature. The restructured power system 

consists of Genco, Disco, Transco, ISO and various controlling utilities. After restructuring of power system, 

any Discos can demand for the power supply from any Gencos. There is no boundation on the Discos for 

purchasing of electricity from any Gencos. A Disco has freedom to make contract with a Genco in another 

control area and such transaction are called bilateral transactions. All such transactions are completed under the 

supervision of ISO. The ISO controls various ancillary services, one of which is AGC. Disco Participation 

Matrix (DPM) is used to express the contracts between various Gencos and Discos in matrix form. This helps in 

easy visualization of these contracts. A DPM is a matrix with the number of rows equal to the number of Gencos 

and the number of columns equal to the number of Discos in the system [4]. Each entry in this matrix can be 

thought of as fraction of a total load contracted by a Disco towards a Genco. The sum of all the entries in a 

column DPM is unity [4]. In this study two-area interconnected power system in which each area has two 

Gencos and two Discos. Let Genco1, Genco2, Disco1, Disco2 be in area 1 and Genco3, Genco4, Disco3, Disco4 be 

in area 2 as shown in Fig 1. The corresponding DPM is given as follows 
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where cpf represents “Contract Participation Factor” and is like signals that carry information as to which 

the Genco has to follow the load demanded the Disco. The actual and scheduled steady state power flow through 
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And at any given time, the tie-line power error errortieP ,21 is defined as  

scheduledtieactualtieerrortie PPP ,21,21,21                                                            (4) 

The error signal is used to generate the respective ACE signals as in the traditional scenario   
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Fig. 2: Linearized model of a two-area thermal gas interconnected power system in a restructured environment  

 

Also note that 
21,1 LLLOCL PPP  , 

43,2 LLLOCL PPP  . In the proposed LFC 

implementation, the contracted load is fed forward through the DPM matrix to Genco set points. The actual 

loads affect system dynamics via the input 
LOCLP

,
  to the power system blocks. Any mismatch between actual 

and contracted demands will result in frequency deviations that will drive LFC to re-dispatch the Gencos 

according to ACE participation factors, i.e., apf11, apf12, apf21 and apf22.  The proposed PI controllers are design 

using FPA and implemented two-types of test system such as two-area thermal-thermal and thermal-gas power 

system and are compared with the output responses of the system considered with the PI controllers designed 

using GA, PSO and BFO algorithms [9-12]. The detailed small perturbation transfer function block diagram 

model of the two-area thermal- gas interconnected power system is shown in Fig.2. 

 

3.  Design Of Pi Controllers Using Flower Pollination Algorithm: 

The proportional Integral controller gain values (KPi, KIi) are tuned based on the settling time of the output 

response of the system (especially the frequency deviation) using Flower Pollination Algorithm (FPA) 

technique. The closed loop stability of the system with decentralized PI controllers is assessed using settling 

time of the system output response [24]. It is observed that the system whose output response settles fast will 

have minimum settling time based criterion [25] and can be expressed as  

                                                                                                                (8)  

                                                                               (9) 

                                                                                        (10)           

Where, KP and KI is proportional and integral controller gain values respectively, u1, u2 - is the control input 

requirement of the respective areas and  is the settling time of the frequency deviation of the ith area under 

disturbance. The relative simplicity of this controller is a successful approach towards the zero steady state error 

in the frequency of the system. With these optimized gain values the performance of the system is analyzed and 

various PSRI are computed.  
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3.1   Flower Pollination Algorithm: 

The Flower Pollination Algorithm (FPA) was developed by Xin-She Yang [13], inspired by the flow 

pollination process of flowering plants. In nature, the main purpose of the flowers is reproduction via 

pollination. Flower pollination is related to the transfer of pollen, which is done by pollinators such as insects, 

birds, bats, other animals or wind. Some flower types have special pollinators for successful pollination. The 

four rules of pollination have been formulated based on the inspiration from flowering plants and they form the 

main updating equations of the flower pollination algorithm [13]. (i) The cross-pollination occurs from the 

pollen of a flower of different plants. Pollinators obey the rules of a Levy distribution by jumping or flying 

distant steps. This is known as global pollination process. (ii) Self-pollination occurs from the pollen of the 

same flower or other flowers of the same plant. It is local pollination. (iii) Flower constancy is the association of 

pollinators and flower types. It is an enhancement of the flower pollination process. (iv) Local and global 

pollination are controlled by a probability between 0 and 1, and this probability is called as the switch 

probability. FPA with multi-objective optimization function is utilized for controller design [14]. Flower 

pollination is an activity involving the transfer of pollen among the flowers. There are two key steps in this 

algorithm; they are global pollination and local pollination.  In the global pollination step, flower pollens are 

carried by pollinators such as insects, and pollens can travel over a long distance because insects can often fly 

and move in a much longer range. This ensures the pollination and reproduction of the most fittest as  and 

represented mathematically as 

                                                                                                    (11) 

where  is the pollen i or solution vector  at iteration t, and   is the current best solution found 

among all solutions at the current generation/iteration. The parameter L is the strength of the pollination, which 

essentially is a step size. Since insects may move over a long distance with various distance steps, which is 

mimicked by levy distribution of flight [14, 15] and mathematically represented as  

                                                                 (12) 

where  is the standard gamma function, and this distribution is valid for large steps s > 0. The local 

pollination and flower constancy can be represented as 

                                                                                                                              (13) 

where  and   are pollens from the different flowers of the same plant species. These essentially mimic 

the flower constancy in a limited neighbourhood. Mathematically, if  and   comes from the same species or 

selected from the same population, this become a local random walk if we draw  from a uniform distribution in 

[0, 1]. Most flower pollination activities can occur at both local and global scale. In practice, adjacent flower 

patches or flowers in the not-so-far-away neighbourhood are more likely to be pollinated by local flower pollens 

that those far away. For this, a switch probability or proximity probability p is adopted to switch between 

common global pollination to intensive local pollination. To start with, an initial value of p is selected as 0.5 and 

a parametric study has been carried out to find the most appropriate parameter range. From the simulations, it is 

observed that p = 0.8 works better for most applications. Flower constancy for the new population is found in a 

similar manner as stated before. If new population flower constancy is better than the previous population, then 

they are updated in the position of the previous one (or) else discarded. This process of generation and 

comparison will continue until the count reaches N. The best among the current population is found and 

declared as current global best. This process repeats for a maximum number of iterations as specified. The 

current global best is declared as best solution. The proposed flower pollination algorithm for solving AGC 

application 

Step 1: Initialize the objective function as given in the equation (8) 

Step 2: Initialize a population of x = (x1, x2 ...xNF) flowers/pollen gametes with the population size of NF x 

N. Where NF is the number of flowers as 30 and N is the dimension size depends on the number of controller 

gain values for each area in the two area system. In this study N is equal to four because PI controller is used to 

in each area (KP1, KI1 KP2, KI2) and calculate the Fitness for each solutions. 

Step 3: Find the best solution to the initial population and define a switch probability p ∈ [0, 1] and define a 

stopping criterion (a fixed number of generations/iterations) 

Step 4: while (t <Maximum Generation) for i = 1 : n (all n flowers in the population) if  rand < p, Draw a        

(d-dimensional) step vector L which obeys a Levy distribution Global pollination has been done using equation 

(11). Else draw from a uniform distribution in [0, 1]. Randomly choose j th and kth flower among all the solutions 

and do local pollination through equation (13), end if 

Step 5: Evaluate new solutions using the objective function. If new solutions are better, update them in the 

population, end for 

Step 6: Find the current best solution g based on the objective fitness value, end while. 
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4. Power System Restoration: 

Power system restoration is recognized as one of the most important tasks for electric power grids. With 

interconnection of the power grids, blackouts can make a significant impact. Hence, system reliability depends 

heavily on the efficiency of system restoration. In this study Power System Restoration Indices (PSRI) based on 

the Automatic Generation Control (AGC) assessment of interconnected power can be used in different ways: (i) 

Automatic power system restoration. (ii) Operator support, suggesting actions to the operator in real time. (iii) 

Off-line planning for restoration in advance of the blackout. This includes both comparing different restoration 

plans/strategies’ and comparing restoration sequences after modifications in the net. Power system restoration is 

well recognized as an important task to reduce the duration of a disturbance that occurs in power systems. The 

high level strategy of the system restoration plan is to restore the integrity of the interconnection as quickly as 

possible. Power system disturbances are most likely to occur as the result of loss of generating units, 

transmission facilities, or as the result of unexpected load changes. These disturbances may be affecting the 

reliable operation of the power system. The associated conditions under severe system disturbances generally 

result in critically loaded transmission facilities, critical frequency deviations, or high or low voltage conditions. 

Each Transmission / Generation owner has an obligation to protect their own system’s equipment and reliability. 

However, the steps taken to do so be achieved with the coordinated control action with the System Operator so 

as to solve the problem in a best manner [21-23]. In general, the following steps are taken by ISO, Transmission 

Owners and Generation Operators: (i) Perform a system assessment to determine extent of outage, (ii) Start 

Black Start units to form islands, (iii) Build cranking paths to other generating units (iv) Restore critical load 

Synchronize and interconnect islands to form larger islands, (v) Connect to outside areas and Return to normal 

operations. The system restoration strategies are found closely related to the systems’ characteristics. After 

analyzing the system conditions and characteristics of outages, system restoration planners or dispatchers will 

select the Power System Restoration Indices (PSRI) which were obtained based on system dynamic 

performances and the remedial measures to be taken can be adjudged. In this study two-area thermal-thermal 

and thermal-gas interconnected power system in a restructured environment are considered when the system is 

operating in a normal condition with Gencos units in operation and are one or more Gencos unit outage in any 

area.  From these Restoration Indices the restorative measures like the magnitude of control input, rate of change 

of control input required can be adjudged. The various power system restoration indices 

 are calculated as follows 

Step 1: The Power System Restoration Index 1  is obtained from the ratio between the settling 

time of the control input deviation  response of area 1 and power system time constant  of 

area 1 

                                                                                                                                           (14) 

Step 2: The Power System Restoration Index 2   is obtained from the ratio between the settling 

time of the control input deviation   response of area 2 and power system time constant  of 

area 2 

                                                                                                                (15) 

Step 3: The Power System Restoration Index 3    is obtained from the peak value of the control 

input deviation 
 
response of area 1 with respect to the final value   

                                                                             (16) 

Step 4: The Power System Restoration Index 4  is obtained from the peak value of the control 

input deviation 
 
response of area 1 with respect to the final value   

                                                                                (17)  

 

5. Simulation Results And Observations: 

In this study two types of test system such as two-area interconnected thermal-thermal and thermal-gas 

power system. Both system have two generating unit in each area with different capacities is considered. In 

thermal-thermal test system, all the Gencos in each area consists of thermal power plant with reheat turbine. The 

other thermal-gas test system consists of area-1 comprises of two thermal reheat power generation units and area 

-2 comprises of one gas turbine unit and other unit have thermal reheat power generation unit as shown in Fig 2. 

The model of the system under study has been developed in MATLAB/SIMULINK environment and FPA 

program has been written (in.m file). The nominal parameters are given in Appendix. In this work, Flower 

Pollination Algorithm (FPA) is used to tune the PI controller for a two- area interconnected power system. 

Proportional gain constant (KP), Integral gain constant (KI), are considered as variables describing a population 
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defined in an FPA. The optimal solution of control inputs is taken an optimization problem and the cost function 

in Eq(8) is derived using the frequency deviations of control areas and tie-line power changes which uses the 

design criteria to calculate the flower constancy of the defined population. The parameter p defines the amount 

of local search and global search for FPA. To choose this parameter, the proposed method is simulated for 

various values and that simulated for p varies from 0.1 to 1 with step change of p with step size 0:01 in the range 

of 0.1 to 1. The optimum PI controller gain values for two type of test systems are tuned for various case studies 

are listed in the Table1 and 2. These PI controllers are implemented in a proposed power system for different 

types of transactions and compared with GA, PSO and BFO techniques. Based on the transaction made between 

them, it can be classified into two types of transactions. If a Disco has the contract with the Genco of the same 

area is called as poolco based transaction and if a Disco has a contract with a Genco of another area is called as 

bilateral based transactions. Two different transactions were considered as follows. 

Scenario 1: Poolco based transaction 

In this scenario, Gencos participate only in the load following control of their areas. It is assumed that a 

large step load change occurs in area1 alone, i.e. (0.2 p.u MW) load change in Disco1 and Disco2. Disco3 and 

Disco4 do not demand power from any other Gencos, and then corresponding “cpf” is zero. Assume that a case 

of Pool-co based contracts between Discos and available Gencos is simulated based on the following Disco 

Participation Matrix (DPM) referring to Eq (1) is considered as 

                                                                         (18) 

Disco1 and Disco2 demand identically from their local Gencos, viz., Genco1 and Genco2. Therefore, cpf11 = 

cpf12 = 0.5 and cpf21 = cpf22 = 0.5. It may happen that a Disco violates a contract by demanding more power than 

that specified in the contract and this excess power is not contracted to any of the Gencos. This un-contracted 

power must be supplied by the Gencos in the same area to the Disco. It is represented as a local load of the area 

but not as the contract demand. Consider scenario-1 again with a modification that Disco demands as given in 

Table 1 and 2 (case 1- 4). The optimum PI controller gain values for a two-area thermal-thermal and thermal-gas 

power system are tuned using FPA for various case studies (case 1- 4) and are tabulated in the Tables 1 and 2 

respectively. Then proposed controllers are also tuned with GA, PSO and BFO technique and are implemented 

in a two-area restructured power system for different types of case studies. Fig 3 and 4 shows the comparative 

transient performances of thermal-thermal and thermal-gas power system for given load perturbation and results 

are tabulated in Table 3 and 4. From the Fig 3 and 4, it can observed that the oscillations in the area frequencies 

and tie-line power deviations have decreased to a considerable extent with FPA tuned PI controller when 

compared the output responses obtained using GA, PSO and BFO technique based PI controller. It can be 

inferred that FPA tuned PI controller gives better results in terms of settling time, overshoot and undershoot. 

Simulation results reveals the accuracy of finding the best solution and convergence speed performance of the 

proposed algorithm is significantly better compared to those achieved by the existing algorithms. The settling 

time (τs) and peak over /under shoot (Mp) of the control input deviations (Pc) in both the area were obtained 

from Fig 3(d, e) and 4(d, e). From the Fig the corresponding various power system restoration indices are 

calculated and tabulated in Table 5-9 (case 1-4) for different gas power plant participation factors (apf22 = 0.5 

,0.4, 0.3, 0.2, 0.1). 

Scenario 2: Bilateral based transaction 

All Discos contracts with the Gencos for power as per the following DPM, 

 

                                                                                       (19) 

In this case, the Disco1, Disco2, Disco3 and Disco4, demands 0.25 pu.MW, 0.15 pu.MW, 0.3 pu.MW and 0.1 

pu.MW from Gencos as defined by cpf  in the DPM matrix. Each Gencos for thermal-thermal system 

participates in AGC as defined by the following ACE participation factor apf11 = apf12 = 0.5 and apf21 = apf22 = 

0.5. In thermal-gas system, the gas power plant participation factors have been considered with various 

participation factors like apf22 = 0.5, 0.4, 0.3, 0.2, 0.1. The corresponding power system restoration indices are 

calculated from dynamic output responses of the proposed test system using FPA tuned PI  controller is shown 

in Table 5-9 (case 5-8) for different gas power plant participation factors (apf22 = 0.5 ,0.4, 0.3, 0.2, 0.1). Apart 

from the normal operating condition of the test systems few other case studies like outage Genco-2 in area 1 and 

un-contracted power demand in any area and Disco Participation Matrix (19) is considered. The corresponding 

PSRI are evaluated using Eq (14-17) for the both test system and tabulated in Table 5-9 (case 9-12). 
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5.1. Power System Restoration Assessment: 

The main focus in this paper PSRI are useful for system planners for restoration planning in advance.  

(i) If 1.0 ≤ PSRI1, PSRI2 ≤ 0.2, then the system subject to a large steady error for step load changes. The 

integral control action is required based on the performance criteria. The integral controller gain of each control 

area has to be increased causing the speed changer valve to open up widely. Thus the speed- changer position 

attains a constant value only when the frequency error is reduced to zero.  

(ii) If PSRI1, PSRI2 ≥ 0.2, then the system required more amount of distributed generation requirement is 

needed and the FACTS devices are needed to improvement tie-line power oscillations. In this cases, the gain of 

the integrator is sufficiently high, over shoot will occur, increasing sharply as a function of the gain; this is 

highly undesirable. In the absence of integral control, one can sharply increase the gain of the closed- loop 

system and thereby improves the system response. During the restoration process, the voltage and rotor angle 

stability has to be maintained. Generally, angle stability is assessed when more than one generating unit is used 

in the restoration stages. Otherwise, frequency stability is the main issue in the stability of the plan. In this study 

gas turbine power generation unit is considered in order to improve PSRI for AGC application thereby improves 

relatively stability of the power system. 

(iii) If 0.2 ≤ PSRI3, PSRI4 ≤ 0.3, then the system required the stabilization of frequency oscillations in an 

interconnected power system. The conventional load-frequency controller may no longer be able to attenuate 

the large frequency oscillation due to the slow response of the governor for unpredictable load variations. Thus 

continuing change in power system configurations and their operating conditions might lead to undesired 

operation of relays. So that in deregulated system, regulation and load following are the two frequency-related 

ancillary services required for balancing the varying load with matching generation. Ancillary Services are 

defined as all those activities on the interconnected grid that are necessary to support the transmission of active 

power while maintaining reliable operation and ensuring the required degree of quality and security. These 

ancillary services are priced separately and ISO has to purchase these services from the ancillary service 

providers and distribute to the consumers. In cases where a dramatic decline in frequency occurs during the 

restoration process, it is necessary to reduce the amount of load that are connected, which can be accomplished 

by the application of under load shedding scheme. 

(iv)  If , PSRI1, PSRI2 ≥ 0.3, then the system is vulnerable and the system becomes unstable and may result 

to blackout. To restore the system as quickly as possible, especially for a bulk system, partitioning system into 

islands is necessary. Islands are resynchronizes after restoration of each island. Major actions involved in this 

restoration process are start up of black start units, cranking of non-black start units, restoration of islands, and 

synchronization of islands. 
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Fig. 3(c): ΔPtie12, actual (p.u.MW) Vs Time (s)         
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Fig. 3(d): ΔPc1 (p.u.MW) Vs Time (s) 
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Fig. 3(e): ΔPc2 (p.u.MW) Vs Time (s) 

 

Fig. 3: Dynamic responses of the frequency deviations, tie- line power deviations, and Control input 

deviations for a two area thermal-thermal system using PI controllers (case-1) 
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Fig. 4(a): ΔF1 (Hz) Vs Time(s) 
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Fig. 4(b): ΔF2 (Hz) Vs Time (s) 
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Fig. 4(c): ΔPtie12, actual (p.u.MW) Vs Time (s) 
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Fig. 4: Dynamic responses of the frequency deviations, tie- line power deviations, and Control input 

deviations for a two area thermal-gas system using PI controllers (case-1) 

 
Table 1: Optimal PI controller gain values using FPA for two-area reheat thermal – thermal power system with corresponding Load demand 

change 

Two-area 

thermal-  
thermal 

system 

PI controller 

gain of  area 1 

PI controller 

gain of area 2 
Load demand in pu.MW 

un contracted 

load demand 
pu.MW 

KP KI KP KI Disco1 Disco2 Disco3 Disco4 area1 area 2 

Case 1 0.317 0.302 0.121 0.162 0.2 0.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

Case 2 0.365 0.342 0.178 0.153 0.2 0.2 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.0 

Case 3 0.379 0.401 0.207 0.178 0.2 0.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.1 

Case 4 0.426 0.398 0.237 0.209 0.2 0.2 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.1 

Case 5 0.324 0.208 0.301 0.262 0.25 0.15 0.3 0.1 0.0 0.0 

Case 6 0.345 0.236 0.325 0.281 0.25 0.15 0.3 0.1 0.1 0.0 

Case 7 0.352 0.244 0.387 0.303 0.25 0.15 0.3 0.1 0.0 0.1 

Case 8 0.403 0.456 0.392 0.341 0.25 0.15 0.3 0.1 0.1 0.1 

Case 9 0.357 0.243 0.343 0.296 0.32 0.08 0.26 0.14 0.0 0.0 

Case 10 0.361 0.236 0.371 0.301 0.32 0.08 0.26 0.14 0.1 0.0 

Case 11 0.368 0.224 0.382 0.317 0.32 0.08 0.26 0.14 0.0 0.1 

Case 12 0.371 0.256 0.394 0.362 0.32 0.08 0.26 0.14 0.1 0.1 

 

Table 2: Optimal PI controller gain values using FPA for two-area reheat thermal- gas power system with corresponding Load demand 
change 

Two-area 

thermal-  
thermal 

system 

PI controller 

gain of  area 1 

PI controller 

gain of area 2 
Load demand in pu.MW 

un contracted 

load demand 
pu.MW 

KP KI KP KI Disco1 Disco2 Disco3 Disco4 area1 area 2 

Case 1 0.296 0.334 0.119 0.212 0.2 0.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
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Case 2 0.341 0.373 0.164 0.191 0.2 0.2 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.0 

Case 3 0.379 0.432 0.187 0.201 0.2 0.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.1 

Case 4 0.353 0.413 0.191 0.232 0.2 0.2 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.1 

Case 5 0.326 0.143 0.274 0.274 0.25 0.15 0.3 0.1 0.0 0.0 

Case 6 0.373 0.167 0.293 0.318 0.25 0.15 0.3 0.1 0.1 0.0 

Case 7 0.385 0.182 0.309 0.334 0.25 0.15 0.3 0.1 0.0 0.1 

Case 8 0.392 0.357 0.314 0.379 0.25 0.15 0.3 0.1 0.1 0.1 

Case 9 0.312 0.228 0.327 0.722 0.32 0.08 0.26 0.14 0.0 0.0 

Case 10 0.357 0.215 0.331 0.323 0.32 0.08 0.26 0.14 0.1 0.0 

Case 11 0.365 0.239 0.346 0.342 0.32 0.08 0.26 0.14 0.0 0.1 

Case 12 0.383 0.244 0.353 0.384 0.32 0.08 0.26 0.14 0.1 0.1 

 

Table 3: Comparison of the system dynamic performance for two-area thermal-thermal power system (case-1) 

PI controller 
design 

 

Setting time  in sec 
       Peak over / under shoot 

F1 F2 Ptie F1 in Hz F2 in Hz 
Ptie  in  
p.u.MW 

GA 15.64 14.38 35.19 0.637 0.427 0.165 

PSO 13.98 12.17 34.61 0.596 0.393 0.152 

BFO 12.29 11.56 33.39 0.552 0.354 0.141 

FPA 10.36 9.363 29.12 0.486 0.311 0.125 

 

Table 4: Comparison of the system dynamic performance for two-area thermal-gas power system (case-1) 

PI controller 

design 
 

Setting time  in sec 
       Peak over / under shoot 

F1 F2 Ptie F1 in Hz F2 in Hz 
Ptie  in  

p.u.MW 

GA 13.71 12.56 29.26 0.581 0.345 0.151 

PSO 12.64 11.57 27.93 0.533 0.318 0.137 

BFO 10.09 10.42 26.54 0.495 0.281 0.125 

FPA 9.127 8.782 24.37 0.427 0.223 0.109 

 

Table 5: PSRI for two-area interconnected power system using FPA based PI controller considering gas power plant participation factors 

(apf22) = 0.5 

       
Load 

demand 

change 

PSRI for thermal-thermal power system considering  
apf11 =apf12 = apf21 = apf22= 0.5 

PSRI for thermal-gas power system considering apf11 =apf12 
= apf21 = 0.5 and gas power plant participation factors (apf22) 

= 0.5 

    

 

    

 
Case 1 1.356 1.423 0.193 0.032 0.245 1.152 1.198 0.158 0.015 0.086 

Case 2 1.751 1.562 0.265 0.044 0.351 1.337 1.257 0.212 0.025 0.117 

Case 3 1.557 1.827 0.196 0.134 4.418 1.225 1.324 0.166 0.104 3.815 

Case 4 1.928 1.968 0.273 0.131 4.413 1.563 1.525 0.256 0.102 3.794 

Case 5 1.258 1.363 0.242 0.182 2.134 1.057 1.123 0.205 0.151 1.502 

Case 6 1.674 1.401 0.346 0.194 2.129 1.586 1.204 0.303 0.169 1.508 

Case 7 1.392 1.678 0.251 0.271 5.305 1.207 1.417 0.224 0.225 4.435 

Case 8 1.735 1.792 0.344 0.282 3.293 1.687 1.498 0.319 0.243 4.334 

Case 9 2.256 2.093 1.623 0.172 1.722 2.042 1.905 0.365 0.152 1.508 

Case 10 2.392 2.115 2.158 0.182 1.989 2.269 1.986 0.458 0.168 1.453 

Case 11 2.283 2.209 1.476 0.225 4.471 2.158 2.058 0.408 0.187 4.443 

Case 12 2.412 2.185 2.259 0.297 4.485 2.267 2.004 0.497 0.195 4.238 

 

Table 6: PSRI for two-area interconnected power system using FPA based PI controller considering gas power plant participation factors 

(apf22) = 0.4 

       

Load 
demand 

change 

PSRI for thermal-thermal power system considering  

apf11 =apf12 = apf21 = apf22= 0.5 

PSRI for thermal-gas power system considering apf11 = apf12 = 

0.5,  apf21 = 0.6 and gas power plant participation factors 
(apf22) = 0.4 

    

 

    

 
Case 1 1.356 1.423 0.193 0.032 0.245 1.152 1.243 0.164 0.022 0.094 

Case 2 1.751 1.562 0.265 0.044 0.351 1.337 1.304 0.223 0.031 0.121 

Case 3 1.557 1.827 0.196 0.134 4.418 1.225 1.425 0.171 0.112 3.948 

Case 4 1.928 1.968 0.273 0.131 4.413 1.563 1.627 0.262 0.107 3.954 

Case 5 1.258 1.363 0.242 0.182 2.134 1.057 1.174 0.211 0.157 1.522 

Case 6 1.674 1.401 0.346 0.194 2.129 1.586 1.257 0.314 0.172 1.535 

Case 7 1.392 1.678 0.251 0.271 5.305 1.207 1.463 0.232 0.234 4.563 

Case 8 1.735 1.792 0.344 0.282 3.293 1.687 1.523 0.327 0.255 4.507 

Case 9 2.256 2.093 1.623 0.172 1.722 2.042 1.923 0.379 0.157 1.516 

Case 10 2.392 2.115 2.158 0.182 1.989 2.269 1.997 0.474 0.171 1.442 

Case 11 2.283 2.209 1.476 0.225 4.471 2.171 2.064 0.424 0.193 4.458 

Case 12 2.412 2.185 2.259 0.297 4.485 2.297 2.045 0.564 0.205 4.248 
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Table 7: PSRI for two-area interconnected power system using FPA based PI controller considering gas power plant participation factors 

(apf22) = 0.3 

       

Load 

demand 
change 

PSRI for thermal-thermal power system considering  

apf11 =apf12 = apf21 = apf22= 0.5 

PSRI for thermal-gas power system considering apf11 = apf12 

= 0.5,  apf21 = 0.7 and gas power plant participation factors 

(apf22) = 0.3 

    

 

    

 
Case 1 1.356 1.423 0.193 0.032 0.245 1.206 1.294 0.171 0.024 0.105 

Case 2 1.751 1.562 0.265 0.044 0.351 1.411 1.369 0.245 0.033 0.136 

Case 3 1.557 1.827 0.196 0.134 4.418 1.278 1.611 0.179 0.123 4.158 

Case 4 1.928 1.968 0.273 0.131 4.413 1.653 1.723 0.266 0.119 4.151 

Case 5 1.258 1.363 0.242 0.182 2.134 1.103 1.192 0.223 0.163 1.623 

Case 6 1.674 1.401 0.346 0.194 2.129 1.591 1.301 0.328 0.179 1.575 

Case 7 1.392 1.678 0.251 0.271 5.305 1.236 1.494 0.241 0.247 4.625 

Case 8 1.735 1.792 0.344 0.282 3.293 1.692 1.576 0.331 0.264 4.618 

Case 9 2.256 2.093 1.623 0.172 1.722 2.089 1.944 0.462 0.163 1.637 

Case 10 2.392 2.115 2.158 0.182 1.989 2.278 1.999 0.487 0.175 1.549 

Case 11 2.283 2.209 1.476 0.225 4.471 2.194 2.078 0.436 0.203 4.563 

Case 12 2.412 2.185 2.259 0.297 4.485 2.317 2.092 0.581 0.229 4.396 

 

Table 8: PSRI for two-area interconnected power system using FPA based PI controller considering gas power plant participation factors 

(apf22) = 0.2 

       
Load 

demand 

change 

PSRI for thermal-thermal power system considering  
apf11 =apf12 = apf21 = apf22= 0.5 

PSRI for thermal-gas power system considering apf11 = apf12 = 
0.5,  apf21 = 0.8 and gas power plant participation factors 

(apf22) = 0.2 

    

 

    

 
Case 1 1.356 1.423 0.193 0.032 0.245 1.287 1.308 0.186 0.028 0.114 

Case 2 1.751 1.562 0.265 0.044 0.351 1.623 1.384 0.254 0.036 0.147 

Case 3 1.557 1.827 0.196 0.134 4.418 1.364 1.657 0.183 0.127 4.178 

Case 4 1.928 1.968 0.273 0.131 4.413 1.796 1.758 0.268 0.122 4.181 

Case 5 1.258 1.363 0.242 0.182 2.134 1.157 1.209 0.235 0.173 1.646 

Case 6 1.674 1.401 0.346 0.194 2.129 1.609 1.357 0.331 0.181 1.591 

Case 7 1.392 1.678 0.251 0.271 5.305 1.284 1.505 0.246 0.252 4.638 

Case 8 1.735 1.792 0.344 0.282 3.293 1.698 1.592 0.338 0.269 4.627 

Case 9 2.256 2.093 1.623 0.172 1.722 2.103 2.041 0.581 0.167 1.651 

Case 10 2.392 2.115 2.158 0.182 1.989 2.281 2.064 0.698 0.176 1.562 

Case 11 2.283 2.209 1.476 0.225 4.471 2.208 2.132 0.582 0.214 4.584 

Case 12 2.412 2.185 2.259 0.297 4.485 2.369 2.114 0.595 0.238 4.399 

 

Table 9: PSRI for two-area interconnected power system using FPA based PI controller considering gas power plant participation factors 

(apf22) = 0.1 

       
Load 

demand 

change 

PSRI for thermal-thermal power system considering  
apf11 =apf12 = apf21 = apf22= 0.5 

PSRI for thermal-gas power system considering apf11 = apf12 
= 0.5,  apf21 = 0.9 and gas power plant participation factors 

(apf22) = 0.1 

    

 

    

 
Case 1 1.356 1.423 0.193 0.032 0.245 1.304 1.401 0.188 0.031 0.128 

Case 2 1.751 1.562 0.265 0.044 0.351 1.679 1.495 0.259 0.042 0.153 

Case 3 1.557 1.827 0.196 0.134 4.418 1.387 1.721 0.186 0.131 4.221 

Case 4 1.928 1.968 0.273 0.131 4.413 1.807 1.824 0.269 0.128 4.117 

Case 5 1.258 1.363 0.242 0.182 2.134 1.166 1.257 0.238 0.175 1.652 

Case 6 1.674 1.401 0.346 0.194 2.129 1.619 1.368 0.337 0.186 1.602 

Case 7 1.392 1.678 0.251 0.271 5.305 1.302 1.554 0.248 0.261 4.651 

Case 8 1.735 1.792 0.344 0.282 3.293 1.709 1.612 0.341 0.275 4.639 

Case 9 2.256 2.093 1.623 0.172 1.722 2.214 2.067 0.595 0.171 1.670 

Case 10 2.392 2.115 2.158 0.182 1.989 2.335 2.095 0.701 0.179 1.568 

Case 11 2.283 2.209 1.476 0.225 4.471 2.256 2.184 0.591 0.218 4.594 

Case 12 2.412 2.185 2.259 0.297 4.485 2.396 2.122 0.608 0.256 4.419 

 

Conclusion: 

This study was carried out to design of Proportional Integral (PI) controllers through Flower Pollination 

Algorithm (FPA) for the Automatic Generation Control (AGC) of two-area thermal-thermal and thermal-gas 

power system. The control parameters of Proportional gain (Kp) and Integral gain (KI) of the AGC problem are 

optimized using FPA in order to reduce the peak frequency variations of the control areas and the settling time is 

also improved for different types of possible transactions in restructured power system. The results have 

demonstrated the superiority of the FPA for finding the global optimum solution. The results also indicate that 

FPA is more accurate, reliable and efficient in finding global optimal solution than other algorithms. Moreover 

Power System Restoration Indices (PSRI) can be utilized to help the system operators even in real time by 
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suggesting relevant actions taken to adhere for the automation of the power system restoration. The traditional 

role of the gas turbine power plant as fast response unit, ideal for improving primary control response of the 

power system has been to a certain extent lost, due to relatively high constraints in ramping up and down the 

power output during the normal operation. The proposed thermal-gas test system shows better performance to 

ensure improved PSRI in order to provide reduce the restoration time, thereby improving the system reliability.  
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Appendix:  

A1. Control Area parameter [26] 

 
      Parameters Area 1 Area 2 

pk (Hz/p.u.MW) 
120 72 

pT   (sec) 
20 14.3 

  (p.u.MW / Hz) 0.8675 0.785 

ijT (p.u.MW / Hz) 545.012 T  

F ( Hz) 
60  

12a  
-1 

 

A2 Gencos Parameter (Thermal generating unit) [26] 

 
MVABase  (1000 MW)  

Parameters 

Gencos (k in area i ) 

1-1 1-2 2-1 2-2 

Rate (MW) 1000 1100 800 900 

gT (sec) 
0.06 0.06 0.07 0.08 

tT  (sec) 
0.36 0.44 0.42 0.4 

rT  (sec) 
10 10 10 10 

rK  
0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 

R ( Hz / p.u.MW) 
2.4 2.5 3.3 2.4 

apf 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 

 

A3 Data for Gas Turbine unit [27] 

 
   Unit Parameters Value 

Heavy duty GT unit TGH = 0.2 sec, XG = 0.6 sec, YG = 1.1 sec 

 Cg=1, bg= 0.049 sec, TF = 0.239 sec,  
TCR=0.3 sec, TCD=0.2 sec, Rg=2.4 HZ/puMW 

 


